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My Net Worthwhile® is helping people find their Net

Worthwhile®.

Heather is the Chief Executive Office and Chair of the
Board of SignatureFD, an integrated and comprehensive
wealth management firm with offices in Atlanta, Georgia
and Charlotte, North Carolina, recently named to the Inc.
5000.

During her twenty-year tenure at the firm, Heather has
created and executed strategies that have exponentially
grown SignatureFD’s AUM from $250M to over $7B. Her
ability to combine strategic oversight in alignment with
financial goals and enterprise risk mitigation has led the
firm to maintain enterprise valuations, annual growth rates
and client retention rates that consistently exceed industry
averages. Deftly combining head and heart, Heather
integrates operational excellence with strategic innovation
and shepherding growth and scale in teams and
organizations. Beyond operational expertise, Heather
leverages her graduate degree in professional counseling
to help uncover and connect people’s passions and
talents to build teams that deliver excellent and inspiring
client experiences.

Her unwavering commitment to leading and building teams
that exhibit excellence in leadership with heart has
garnered her national recognition. Among these accolades,
Heather was awarded CEO of the Year by Wealth
Management Magazine in 2023*. She was selected to the
Leadership Atlanta Class of 2023 and named to the Titan
100 List* in both 2023 and 2024. Heather is recognized as
a thought leader in the ever-changing landscape of wealth

*Please Note: Limitations. The achievement of any professional designation, certification, degree, or license, recognition by publications, media, or other
organizations, membership in any professional organization, or any amount of prior experience or success, should not be construed by a client or
prospective client as a guarantee that he/she will experience a certain level of results or satisfaction if SignatureFD is engaged, or continues to be
engaged, to provide investment advisory services.

https://www.wealthmanagement.com/industry/wealthmanagementcom-recognizes-top-companies-execs-2023-industry-awards
https://signaturefd.com/


management and has been widely sought after for her
expertise. Her writings have appeared in the likes of
Inc.com; she has captivated audiences at large- scale
speaking events, and she has been published as a
reviewer of the industry book, “G2: Building the Next
Generation.

Heather deeply values service to the industry and
community and has extensive board experience, including
the TD Ameritrade Operations Panel (2013 – 2016),
Charles Schwab’s Technology, Operations and Service
Advisory Board (2018 – 2019) and the Orion Advisory
Board (2012 – 2017). She currently serves on the Fidelity
RIA Leader’s Council, the Goldman Sachs Advisor
Solutions Panel, and as a member of the Advisory Board
for Mammoth Investors.

She is a longstanding advocate of DEI initiatives both at
SignatureFD and within the wealth management industry
broadly. Her focus on empowering women to take on
leadership positions has helped SignatureFD achieve an
80% female executive leadership team. Her belief that
every person has a purpose in life, to which wealth
properly aligned can help support, is the cornerstone of
SignatureFD’s client promise, Net Worthwhile®.

Heather received her bachelor’s degree in Finance from
Kennesaw State University and earned a master’s degree
in Professional Counseling from Georgia State University.
She is a graduate of the Schwab Executive Leadership
Program and the G2 Leadership Institute.

Prior to her role as CEO, Heather served as Chief
Compliance Officer, President, and Chief Operating Officer
of SignatureFD, during which time she led the
development of the operational platform and technology
stack that helped fuel the firm’s double-digit growth year-
over-year.

Heather lives in Kennesaw with her husband and two
daughters, Oakley and Willow Grace.

*WealthManagement.com CEO of the Year 2023:
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The program recognizes outstanding achievements by
companies, organizations and individuals who support
financial advisor success. Winners were selected by a
panel of independent judges and
WealthManagement.com’s director of editorial strategy
and operations. Winners were announced September 8,
2023. The award had no associated cost or compensation.

*Titan 100:

Titan 100: This award recognizes Georgia’s Top 100
CEO’s & C-level executives. They are the area’s most
accomplished business leaders in their industry using
criteria that includes demonstrating exceptional leadership,
vision, and passion. Award applicants undergo a thorough
review by an independent judging committee, which is
responsible for selecting the honorees. 2023 winners were
announced on 1/12/23. 2024 winners were announced on
1/31/24. Being a recipient of this award had no associated
compensation and was solely based on the metrics
described. SignatureFD purchased a ticket to the Georgia
Titan 100 ceremony to accept the award in 2023 and in
2024.
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